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The Leather on Demand series offers a rich and distinctive appearance.

Graceful and Elegant Design

LOD58 BK

LOD55 BK

LOD55 BK



Add a distinctive and luxurious seating accent 
to any office setting

Leather on Demand

LOD50 BKLOD55 BK

LOD58 BK

LOD58 BK

Sleek lines, versatility, and transitional style



Inspired by simple lines and graceful curves, the Leather On Demand series offers 
variety in application and comfort with every choice.

Classic  Charm

LOD85 BN
LOD88 BN



LOD88 WH

LOD85 BK

LOD88 BK

The supple touch and sumptuous appearance will 
welcome you to your office.

Style and Comfort

LOD85 WH



Distinguished, yet sumptuous 
design with four leather color 
options—shown here in Almond—
lends warmth and character to 
any office environment or setting. 

LOD88 AL

LOD85 AL

LOD88 AL

LOD88 AL



Soft and Supple

Beauty and refinement form 
the silhouette of the Leather on 
Demand series.

Exquisite detail is highlighted through each graceful 
curve of the design

LOD68 BN

LOD65 BN



LOD68 WH
LOD68 BK LOD65 BK

LOD65 WH

A Style for Every Taste

Top Grain Leather

Leather on Demand chairs are top grain leather with a faux 
leather match for durability, strength, and beauty.



LOD78 GR

LOD78 BK LOD75 BK

LOD75 BK

With so many options, Leather on Demand can offer answers for your design challenges.

Total solutions for your office seating.

Leather On Demand



Distinctive styling features gracefully curved arms and a relaxing knee tilt 
recline for added comfort.

Leather On Demand

LOD48 BK

LOD48 BK

LOD45 BK LOD45 BK



LOD48 GR2T

LOD48 GR2T

LOD45 LA2T

Leather On Demand
The contrast ing two tone back design 
provides a distinctive look.

Two Tone Accent



The stylistic faux leather companion chair 
provides full swivel with auto return.

Refreshing 
and Refined 

LOD20 BN LOD20 BK



Simple style and functional design combine perfectly 
with any office setting, with faux leather color options 
to accent, blend or enhance your space.

Elegant Understatement

LOD20 TP

LOD20 TP

LOD20 TP



If you are looking for tasteful and relaxing seating options offering a contemporary flair, 
the LOD157 and companion ottoman are the perfect solution for your shared spaces.

Collaborative Charm

LOD157 AL

LOD157 BK

LOD151 AL

LOD151 BK

Put your feet up and find that perfect position to unwind.



RIK-BL

RIK-BL

RAHR

RIK-BL

RIK-BL

Design perfectly harmonized with ergonomic functionality is what the Rika Chair provides 
with stylistic polished aluminum accents, choice of three leather seat colors and the 
highly popular mesh back.  

The Rika—Sophisticated Design

Available with optional headrest 
in black mesh or black faux 
leather match.



Your resource for adding a touch of class, comfort, luxury, and complete functionality 
to every design challenge in every space can be easily satisfied by the diversity of the 
Leather On Demand collection!

RIK-GL

RIK-RL

RIK-RL

RIK-RL

Beauty and refinement form the silhouette of the Leather 
on Demand series.

Leather On Demand

Leather On Demand

RIK-GL


